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Ahstruct: Calibration problems in high energy physics lead to ill-posed inverse problems. The numerical generation of 
special polynomials which are orthonormal over discrete point sets is described. Such polynomials. when used as a 
functional basis. allow to reach an optimum (unit) condition number. Results from computer codes which generate 
orthonormal polynomials in one and two independent variables are reported and their applications to specific 
calibration problems are discussed. 
In high energy physics measurements, complex experimental devices transform the quantities 
measured, L’, into observed ones. U. In order to get a meaningful physical interpretation of the 
observed data it is necessary to carry over the corrections of nonlinear coordinate distortions 
produced by these devices (we refer to this as to the calibration problem). The coordinate 
corrections (to be made by means of a given calibration transformation during a certain picture 
processing period), will be adequate only if the distortion character is not changing within that 
period. 
Direct and indirect (inverted) calibration transforms are formally defined by 
U=AV, (1) 
V= A-‘U (4 
where A is an operator. corresponding to the transformation considered and A-’ is its inverse. 
The problem reads to determine A and A - ‘. 
This pragmatic terminology should not be confused with the mathematical class of problems 
which have to be solved. From the mathematical point of view each problem belongs to the class 
of inverse problems which often lead to incorrect (ill-posed) [l] problems for the normal 
equations matrices, corresponding to the approximation problems [2]. The operator A is termed 
the response function, transfer function or the apparatus function. 
Since A is usually nonlinear, its simple inversion is not always attainable. That is why we seek 
for approximate forms of A and A-’ satisfying certain extremum conditions [2]. This is the 
characteristic of very complex device: spiral reader data [3], filmless data acquisition (TV) system 
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Fig. 1. Monitor picture of one fiducial mark/cross/. 
for streamer chambers [4,5], monitoring computing scanner [6]. These operators require the 
restoration of spatial coordinates of events which are either optically or electronically (or both) 
nonlinearly distorted [5]. 
In the present contribution we give a new effective application of specially built orthogonal 
polynomials to the two calibration steps. As illustrations, processing calibration data of a filmless 
data acquisition system [4] are demonstrated. 
Let { u;}. i = 1. 2.. _ . , m. be the values assumed on by the measured quantity. u, at m 
reference points. Let the corresponding values of the observable u be { u,}, i = 1, 2,. . . , m, and 
the respective accuracies { Au,). i = 1, 2,. . . , m. Assuming a normal error distribution we can 
associate with each point U, a positive weight 
w, = (l/AuJ2. (3) 
The dimension of the space, to which points u, and ui belong, is not specified, i.e., these may 
be single values (one dimensional case), coordinate pairs (two dimensional case), etc. 
At the first calibration step the coordinates of fiducial cross centres are calculated. We propose 
an algorithm [7] in which local nonlinearities of the measuring system are taken into account. It 
covers the case of distorted fiducials (Fig. 1). The algorithm is based on a program package which 
generates numerically a set of polynomials orthonormal over a discrete point set [8,9,10]. Every 
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Table 1 
Methods for 
centre determination 
.Y coordinates 
Mean 
value 
Error 
dispersion 
J’ coordinates 
Mean 
value 
Error 
dispersion 
known NIGEN 13.09 37.15 0.80 0.12 
new NORTCH 3.51 0.51 0.21 0.002 
shoulder is approximated by functions f, in the form: 
f, = t c,,x; -yj (4) 
I=0 
where n is 1, 2 or 3. The choice of n is determined by means of an algorithm designed for the 
determination of coordinates of cross centres which searches for x,, J; individually and 
independently on each shoulder in the cross. 
The comparative data of two methods for centre determination (in mm-‘) when compared 
with the known method with fit n = 1 are given in Table 1. 
At the second step the operators A and A-’ may be constructed in various ways. The choice 
of their types depends upon the adopted mathematical model. It should be emphasized that the 
proper choice is the most important step towards obtaining an approximation. Once the problem 
is given in a mathematically precise form, there appear several aspects in its solution: 
(1) the choice of approximate function and of the distance function, 
(2) the existence of a solution, 
(3) the uniqueness of a solution, 
(4) special properties of the solution, 
(5) the computation of the solution. 
Frequently the complexity of devices used allows for employment of polynomial models. These 
are flexible enough to describe any sort of transfer functions. In some cases their application is 
the only one possible [11,12]. We shall be looking for the following representation of (1) and (2): 
(6) 
where Pk( u) and Q,(U) are suitable sets of mutually independent polynomials. When these sets 
and the respective coefficients a, and b, have been found, (5) and (6) can easily be rewritten in 
the ordinary form of polynomials over the coordinate variables. The direct computation of such 
ordinary polynomial series is handicapped by the high condition numbers of the matrices 
involved. If Pk and Q, are orthonormal over point sets as follows 
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then the series coefficients are easily computed: 
a, = ~U,~;P~(U;). (7) 
b,= ~u;r/t:Q,b,). (8) 
In our case, these polynomials are numerically built by the method of Forsythe-Weisfeld [13.14]: 
P !+I = c,+1 (v-4Pi - i K+,Pr 3 
/ 
7++1)-u(r)<2. (9) 
r=r,, 
r=k I 
The orthogonal polynomials have long been known [13,15]. For the one-dimensional case they 
have been studied in our papers [8,9,10], when they are codes for their numerical generation over 
any point set with arbitrary positive weigths and numerous applications are also presented. A bit 
later the fitting technique by these polynomials and a demonstration on one numerical example 
were given in [16]. In [17] there is given a new version of one dimensional package [8.10] for the 
solution of fitting, differentiation and integration problems. The n-dimensional case is considered 
in [18]. In [5,19] the use of two-dimensional case in calibration problems is demonstrated for the 
first time. 
Now we can report on the (x, y) calibration data for filmless data acquisition system of 
RISK-track chamber. In this case the chamber is scanned using TV-cameras. Tracks as well as a 
number of fiducials marks (‘crosses’) are recorded in scanningstep units (Fig. 2). All the fiducial 
marks are located on a plane z = const. and their actual coordinates are known. Both the direct 
and inverted calibration problems consist of establishing one to one correspondence between 
image coordinates (in steps) and actual ones (in linear units), and vice versa. There are yet 
problems for two dimensional case. We formulate the calibration problem in the form of two L, 
discrete approximation problems: 
L;‘( )’ = f 
I=1 i 
U1.r - 5 ~l.kPk(h;~ U2.r) 
!i=o I 
29 
qq )2= f 
[ 
u2.,- i a2.PI(L’L,3 L’z.,) 1 2. /=I I=0 
Now we can express ~‘i and u2 as functions of (u,, u,), (1 G i, j G 13): 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
~11 = Cb,.,Q,(c u2), (13) 
02 = ~b2.,Q,(v~2)~ (14) 
where {%I* {a,>* {b,L v21 are computed according to (7) (8). We note that the polynomials 
sets {Q,} and { Pk) are orthonormal over discrete point sets ( ul, u2) and (u,, u2) respectively. 
They exist at any point ( ul, u2) and (ui, 02) respectively. The approximate calibration transforms 
have been found. Some numerical results are reported in [5,19]. The accuracy achieved with these 
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Fig. 2. Monitor picture of fiducial marks after preliminary filtering 
transforms (max. and mean values) is quite satisfactory (for u,: 4.5 mm per step, for u?: 0.25 mm 
per step). 
The criteria by which the lengths of the fitting series (6) and (5) are selected are the following: 
(1) (the min) xz per degree of freedom (in simple calculations); 
(2) smoothness considerations, 
(3) measurement accuracy [5,19]. 
More frequently, the choice of 28 members (degree 5) is suitable by (2) and (3) criteria. The 
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Table 2 
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(in mm) 
I, y’ = 0.496 
m u1 = 0.155 
u ma* = 0.100 
11 7 = 0.035 
(in step) 
1 may = 0.022 
I.7 = 0.010 
1 ‘Tld’ = 0.240 
[.:’ = 0.0636 _ 
Table 3 
Particular model ONEM 
Maximum noncompensed 
distortion 
Mean value of 
noncompensed distortion 
Matrix inversion 
Iterating 
Stability troubles 
Max. number of parameters limited 
bY 
Machine time (relative units) 
0.019 mm 0.016 
0.009 0.001 
yes 
yes 
yes 
storage 
1 
no 
no 
no 
precisement of 
measurent 
0.5 
measurements accuracy requirements in high energy physics are very high. The only way to find 
the optimum degree is to perform computational experiments with the measured data and 
orthogonal polynomials up to the tenth degree. Having analysed the distribution of the ap- 
proximation errors [5] (max and mean residuals) the subsystem of orthogonal polynomials (max 
degree 5) was chosen as the optimal one. 
The Ortho-Normal-Expansion Method (ONEM) is adapted to the requirements of calibration 
problems. In [20] the comparative data from two calibration procedures applied to large RISK 
optic systems are reported on. Here we present some new results on calibration with ONEM and 
another polynomial models for filmless-acquisition systems (see Table 3, by Gramm-Schmidt 
recursion formulae [ 111). 
A package of special Fortran programs for two calibration steps is composed in LCTA, 
Dubna. 
Results from the tables show that the given orthonormal systems can be succesffully used for 
the nonlinear measuring devices calibration with any type of a calibration grid. 
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